We are Sam (left, looking worried) and Richard (right, looking intimidating), two first year PhD students in Maths and Physics respectively, and together we hope to become your joint bar treasurers. If you've spent any length of time in the bar this past year, chances are you've seen one, if not both, of us making use of it. Needless to say, we have a vested interest in keeping the bar stocked up, healthy, and running smoothly.

However, the bar isn't just a place for people to get drunk. The bar is one of the most important spaces for facilitating socialisation the MCR has available, and it is run completely by the MCR. For those reasons alone it deserves to be taken care of. We want the whole MCR to feel at home there whether they drink often, a little, or not at all.

We plan to:

- Keep the bar stocked up with current favourites, as well as take on board your recommendations for drinks we can purchase for it (within reason, and if the budget allows).
- Keep the bar's finances looking healthy.
- Help to facilitate social events that want to make use of the space, however we can.
- Try to make the bar feel like an inclusive and welcoming place for all our MCR members.